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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the two-point boundary value problem 
1 = g(r, X)? 
Bx(0) + D-Y(l) = 0, 
(1.1) 
where g: R”+’ -+ R” is continuously differentiable and B and D are 
nonsingular 12 X n matrices. 
Historically, Lyapunov-Schmidt and the Alternative Method are able to 
reduce the problem to a finite-dimensional one, provided the norm of the 
nonlinear term is sufficiently small in the region of interest; that is, the 
weakly nonlinear case. Recently, the finite-dimensional reduction for 
ordinary differential equations with periodic boundary conditions was 
accomplished [ 161. 
In this paper a constructive technique is developed that allows us to 
reduce (1.1) to a finite-dimensional problem. 
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Since B and D are nonsingular, without any loss of generality we can 
rewrite our problem as 
i = Ax +f(r, x). 
Bx(0) +x(1) = 0, 
(2.i) 
where e -‘B has n linearly independent eigenvectors and Sft, x) = 
g(t, x) - Ax. 
* The results presented here are part of the author’s Ph. D. thesis, written at the Universit) 
of Maryland under the direction of Professor Daniel Sweet. 
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Remark. The existence of a constant matrix A such that e-AB has n 
linearly independent eigenvectors follows from the nonsingularity of B, for 
example, A can be taken to be of the form A = L log(B), 1 E R. Other ways 
of choosing A would depend on the specific problem. 
So as to be able to put our problem in a standard functional analysis 
setting, we introduce the following notation: Z = {$: [0, I] --) R” ] 4 is 
continuous} and if 4 E 2, I]#]] = ~up~~t~~,~]~(t)]; r: Z-t R” is defined by r$ = 
B$(O) + $(A); X= q(r); N: X-, Z is defined by (N,u)(t) =f(t, x(t)); 
(QW) = t(t) - 4% where L: D(L) c X+ 2 and D(L) is the set of 
continuously differentiable functions that belong to X. It is clear that L is a 
closed linear operator, R(L) is closed and there exists a projection U (that is, 
U is linear, bounded and U2 = U) such that U: X-t R(U) = q(L). From this 
it follows that there exists a bounded right inverse for L, denoted by M, such 
that: M:R(L)-+D(L)nR(I-U), LMz=z for zER(L) and MLx= 
(I - U)x for x E D(L). 
Clearly, (2.1) is equivalent to 
Lx = Nx, x E D(L). (2.2) 
For the remainder of this section we will assume there exists a sequence of 
projections {Fr} such that F,: 2 --f R(F,) c R(L) and ])MF,)) --) 0 as I+ co. 
LEMMA 2.1. Foreach l>l,define W,:D(L)cX+Xby W,(x)=Ux+ 
M(I - FI) Lx. Then, for each I > 1, Lx = Nx if and onQ if 
x = W,x + h4F,Nx 
(Z - F,)(Lx - Nx) = 0, 
Furthermore, Wi x = W,x. 
x E D(L). 
It is of importance to note that we do not claim that W, is continuous, and 
thus it need not be the restriction of a projection on X to D(L). 
Proofi Clearly, it is sufficient to show that F,(Lx - Nx) = 0 if and only 
if x = W,x +- MF,Nx. 
If F, Lx = FI Nx, then since ML = I - U, W,x + MF,Nx = Ux + 
M(Z - F,) Lx + MF,Nx = .Y. If x = W,x + MF,Nx, then since L U = 0, 
Lx = (I- F() Lx + F,Nx, which implies F!(Lx - Nx) = 0. 
Direct computation shows that Wfx = W,x for x E D(L). 
Since f is continuously differentiable, for each r > 0 there is a constant 
K(r) such that I(Nx, - Nx,]] <K(r) (Ix1 -x1_]] and []N,u,(( <K(r)r + l[N(O)j~ 
for all x,, x, such that /lx1 /(, /I+]) < r. 
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Let 0 < c < d. For each .x, E R( IV,) that satisfies 11x, jj < c, define 
S(x,, 1, d) = {x E D(L) ( W,x = x0, \lxli = d}. For each I> 1, define 
T ,..,,: S(x,, 1, d)-+ X by Tx,,t(x) =x0 +MF,Nx. Since MF, and N are 
continuous, it follows that Tx,,t is continuous. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any c and d with 0 < c < d there exists an integer E, 
such that for any I 2 I,, T.YQ,, has a unique fixed point in Sfx,, 1, d). 
____ 
Proof. First we show that T,.JS(x,, 1, d)) c S(x,, I, d). 
Let x E S(X,, I, d), then T.,,,,(X) E D(L) because .x0 E D(L) and R(M) c 
D(L). II L,,M < II xo II + II MF, II II Nx II G c + II MF, !I W-W i- 
(1 N(O)Il)-+ c as Z-+ co. Choose I, large enough so that c + j(MF,/j (K(d)d t 
1) N(O)ll) < d for all I > I,. 
W,T,Jx) = W,x, + W,MF,Nx = Wtx, + (U + M(1 - F,)L)(MF,Nx) 
=x Therefore, TX0 t(S(, yo, 1, d)) c S(x,, 1, d) for I > 1,. Continuity of T,-,,( 
implks T, ,(S(x,, 1, h)) c S(x,, 1, d) for 12 I,. 
Now wl’ show that for all sufficiently Iarge I, rXRx,,[ is a contraction on 
W,> 1, 4. If llx,II, llxzll < 6 II ~,,,&A - ~.&z!ll < ll~~F,Il K(d) /Ix, --Q!). 
Choose I, such that II MF,l( K(d) < 1 for all I > 12, 
Let I, = maxi/, , l,}, then using the contraction mapping principle we 
obtain that for 12 I,, TX,,, has a unique fixed point in S(X,, 1, d). But since 
TX?,,@) = x0 + MF,Nx, x0 E D(L) and R(M) c D(L) it follows that the fixed 
pomt belongs to S&K,, 1, d). 
If I* > I, is fixed, the unique fixed point of rYO.r, in S(x,, f*, d) will be 
denoted by G(x,). This defines a map G: {x E R( FV,.) / ]lx// < c) -P D(L) c A’. 
The result of the previous lemma enables us to state an alternative 
problem for (2.2). 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that there e-x&s a sequence of projections jF,j 
such that F,: Z -+ R(F,) c R(L) and IIMF,jj --) 0 as 1+ CD. For a gicen fixed 
0 < c < d let I* > IO be Jxed where I, is determined as in Lemma 2.2, and 
suppose x0 E (x E R(W,.) I llxll < c}~ Th en, G(x,) is a solution of Lx = Nx $ 
and on@ if G(x,) satisfies the bifurcation equations: that is. 
(I - F,.)(LG(x,) - NG(x,)) = 0. Furthermore, G: (x E R( W,,,) 1 jj x )/ < c I+ 
D(L) is uniformly continuous. 
Proof. Since G(x,) E S(x,, I*, d) it follows that U’?. G(x,) =x,, and 
therefore G(x,) = W,, G(x,) + MF,, NG(x,). This, combined with the 
previous two lemmas, proves the first part of the theorem, 
We now prove that G is uniformly continuous. 
If x,3 xz E Ix ERtw1-1 I llxll< ~1, II%) - GWll <l/xl --A/ + llM~,,ll 
IINW,) -NGWll < (Ix, - xzl/ + llM~,~IlK(d) /I Wx,) - GWll, which 
implies II G&J - W411~ [ 1 - lIMF,*ll K(d)1 -’ /Ix, -x2 I/. 
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Remark. Results similar to Theorem 2.3 have previously appeared in the 
literature [2, 5, 13, 171. The significant difference is that we do not require 
W, to be bounded. This turns out to be of crucial importance in the results 
that follow. 
In the next section a sequence of projections {F(} will be constructed such 
that the bifurcation equations results in a finite-dimensional problem. It turns 
out that for each I > 1, W, is an unbounded operator, hence the importance 
of being able to eliminate the continuity hypothesis for these operators. 
III. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECTIONS 
We will now construct a projection U from X onto the null space of L and 
a sequence of projections (F,} such that F,: Z -+ R(F,) c R(L), dim R (I - F,) 
is finite and IJME;JJ d ecrease monotonically to zero. Having done this, 
Theorem 2.3 establishes an alternative problem for Lx = Nx. Furthermore, 
(F!} will be such that the resulting alternative problem will be finite dimen- 
sional. 
To obtain U we use the construction of Lewis [ 121. 
DEFINITION. Let {$,,...,&} b e a basis for q(L) and define K by 
K = It D’(t) D(t) dt, where D(t) = (q+,(t),..., $Jt)) is the n x p matrix whose 
columns are 4i(t),..., #Jt). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. K is nonsingular and if U: X -+ X is defined by 
(U@)(t) = D(t) K-’ It DT(s) 4(s) ds, then U is a projection and R(U) = q(L). 
ProoJ See [ 121. 
We define M directly through the variation of constants formula, that is, 
(Mz)(t) = eAtxO + eAt jr ~z-"~z(s) ds, 
0 
where X, is chosen so that (UM)(z)(t) = 0 for all t E [0, I]. 
Comment. Observe that Mz is given by (Mz)(t) = (I - U)(h)(t), where 
h(t) = e”‘y, + eAt jk e -A”z(s) ds, and y. is an arbitrary element of R”. 
We start by constructing a projection P: Z -+ R(P) such that R(P) =X. 
Recall that for d E Z, the boundary operator is given by r@ = B@(O) + #( 1). 
PROPOSHTON 3.2. Let P: Z-+ Z be defined by (P@)(t) = 4(t) - t(T#). 
Then P is a projection and R(P) = X. 
ProoJ: Follows by direct computation. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. R(I - P) = {# ) there exists b E R” wirh d(t) = tb jot 
all t E [O, l]]. 
So as to able to apply Theorem 2.3, we now construct a sequence of 
projections {J/l such that .I,: X + R(J,) and R [(I - J))P] c R (L ). 
A linear transformation will be developed which places the standard 
Fourier basis into one-to-one correspondence with a particular complete 
basis for X that will serve as the “eigenfunctions” for L and hence for M. 11 
is significant to note that the transformation does not depend on the elements 
of either basis and the resulting sequence of projections that evolves wili 
automatically absorb all resonance situations into its first term. 
Let pr,..., ,un be the eigenvalues of C = -e-“3 and Iet vr ,..., u, be a 
corresponding basis of eigenvectors. Define V = (uI ,..., v,); that is: the 
columns of I/ are the eigenvectors of C. Since C has simple eiementary 
divisors, V is nonsingular and hence ,uj f 0 for 1 <j < n. Define kj by the 
relation pj = e.4, 0 <argument of pj < 2~. The n x n diagonal matrix A is 
defined by 
A = diag(A,,..., L,). 
For t E R, we define Q(f) = e”‘Ve”‘. Clearly, Q(t) is nonsingular for each 
t E R and W’(t) = e-“‘V-le-af. 
LEMMA 3.4. If#EX, @-‘(0)$(O)= @-‘(1)$(l). 
Proof. Since C has simple elementary divisors, there exist scalars 
a, ,.., a,, such that $(O) = C:=, aivi, which impiies Q-‘(O) 4(O) = 
V-‘@(O) = a, where a = (al,..., aJr; @-‘(1)$(l) = diag(e-“I,..., e-“-) 
V-“e-A#(l) = diag(e-“,..., epAn) V-‘CVa = diag($;‘,.,.,p;‘) Y-l@,~I?.*.r 
pu,v,)a=a, thus @-‘(O)@(O)=@-‘(1)4(l). 
Notation. To simplify the presentation, whenever we say a matrix is in a 
given space we mean the columns of the matrix are elements of the space. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. CD(.) EX. 
Proof: -e-” (B@(O) + @(I)) = -em”B@(O) - e-“@(l) = CV - 
l& L’, ,...> ,uu, UJ = 0, which implies S@(O) + Q(1) = 0. 
DEFINITION. QPk(t) = @P(t) e Zsikf, for k = 0, kl: 12,,.. . 
COROLLARY 3.6. @J-) E X for k = 0, f l,... . 
It is clear that the columns of Qk(.) belong to D(L). Therefore, we can 
define the matrix operation: @Ok)(t) = dk(t) -A Qk(f). 
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DEFINITION. G, = /1 + 27cikI, for k = 0, * 1, +2 ,... . 
LEMMA 3.7. (L Qk)(t) = Q,+(t) G, for k = 0, f I,... . 
ProoJ Follows by direct computation. 
COROLLARY 3.8. (Lc@~)(-) E Xfor k = 0, *I,... . 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If k # 0, G, is nonsingular. G, is singular if and only 
if there exists ,aj = 1 for some 1. <j ,< n. Furthermore, if Gk ’ exists, then 
@k(,) E R(L)* 
ProoJ The eigenvalues of G, are given by Aj + 2nki, 1 <j,< n. 
Therefore, G, is singular if and only if Aj = -2zki for some 1 <j < n, but 
Im Aj E [O, 27r), which implies that G, is singular if and only if k = 0 and 
pj = 1 for some j. 
If Gil exists, L(cPk(.) G,‘)(t) = b,(t) G;’ -A@,(t) G;’ = QPk(t). 
Therefore, if G, is invertible, Qk(-) E R(L). 
Note. The degree of singularity of G, reflects the degree of resonance of 
the problem. 
DEFINITION. If@ E Z, let #k = si Q;‘(s) d(s) ds. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. If #EX is continuously differentiable, then 
CL= -, Qk(.) qbk converges uniformly to 4 in [0, 11. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 3.5 we know that Q-‘(O) i(O)= @-‘(l)@(l) and 
hence we can expand @-I(-)#(.) in a uniformly convergent Fourier Series. 
P’(t) 4(t) = Cp!-, e2sikf J’i W’(s) 4(s) e-2siks ds, which implies 4(t) = 
ck” -cc @k@) #k. 
DEFINITION. For $4 E z, let (J&(t)= Cf=-, @k(t)@k, I = 1, 2,.... 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Each JI is a projection and R(J,) c Xfor I = 1, 2,... . 
ProoJ: From Corollary 3.7 we know that Qk(-) is contained in X for 
k=O, *l,... . Hence R(J,) also belongs to X. Linearity and continuity are 
obvious, so we only need to prove that Jf = JI. 
(~;$)(t) = 7 qt) e2nikf [’ e-AsV--le-.4se-21riks 
Ikl$l -0 
X ,!$-, @(s) e2rrins j: e-nuV-‘e-“Ue-2”ikU~(U) du) & 
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= 
k= -1 
DEFINITION. For I = I, 2,..., F,: Z-+ 2, will be defined by F,# = 
(I - Jl> PC. 
THEOREM 3.12. For each I= 1, 2 ,..., we have that F, is a projection, 
R(F,) c R(L) and the sequence {\\A@‘,\\} converges monotonically to zero as 
I- 00. 
Proof. To show that Ff = F, all we have to observe is that since 
R(J,) c R(P), PJ/ = J/. 
Since F, is continuous, and R(L) is closed, to prove that R(F,) E R(L) it is 
sufficient to prove that (I - JI) P$ E R(L) for each $ & C’([O, 11, R”). 
Let 4 be continuously differentiable, then P$ E C’([O, 11, R”) nX, which 
implies that (P$)(.) = zpz --co $k(.)(P#)k, and thus (I - J,)(P$)( a ) = 
r ii ,k, >I @k(-)(P#)k. But since Qk(.) E R(L) for k # 0, and R(L) is closed, it 
follows that (I- J,)(P$) E R(L) for I= 1, 2,... . 
We now prove the convergence of {IIMF,I(}. 
If D is an nXn matrix, the operator norm of D, denoted by ]]@I, is given 
by ]] D (( = (max(e.v. D *D)) 1’2 where D” is the adjoint of D and (e.v. D*D) 
denotes the eigenvalues of D*D. If k f 0 we know that G, is nonsingular 
and G;’ = diag((A, + 2nik)-I,..., (A, + 2rik)-I). 
Let ,Ij = aj + ibj. Then (1 G;’ /( = (maxtaT + (2xk + bj)‘]-‘)‘,” < 
min(/2nk + bj[-‘), j= l,..., n. From this it follows that xlkla, i\G;‘I/’ < co. 
Let $ E C’([O, l], R”) and define K, and K? by 
By direct computation we obtain 
ll~~I~Il~~K,~211PlIIj~j/ ( r \\G;ljl’)“’ 
ikl .l 
and hence jjMF,I( + 0 as I+ co. 
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Since all the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied we are able to state a 
finite-dimensional alternative problem for (2.1). 
Let 0 < c < C& choose Z, and I* as in Theorem 2.3. For l/x0 (( < c, define 
G(x,) to be the fixed point of TX,,,, in S(X,, f*, d). 
THEOREM 3.13. If there is an x0 in (x ER(W,*) 1 j(x(( <CT] such that 
(I- J’,4K~(x,))(~) -~(G(x,))(~) -f(h WxoM~Nl = 0, then @-dW = 
A(G(x,)(t) +f(t, G(xJ)(t)) and B(G(x,,))(O) + (G(x,))( 1) = 0. Conversely, if 
a(t) = Ax(t) +f(t, x(t)), Bx(0) + x( 1) = 0, I/X/I < d and 1) l-P’,+ x/I < c, then 
x = (G W,,)(x). Moreover, G is uniformly continuous. 
Proof: Follows from Theorem 2.3 and 3.12. 
IV. EXAMPLE 
We will now apply the results of the previous section to the study of the 
following boundary value problem: 
i = Ax + f(t, x), 
Bx(O)+x(l)=O, 
(4.1) 
where A = ( TD i), p > 0, B = (:‘,yii Jiz,“,), 0 E (0, 2n), and f: R3 + R’ is 
continuously differentiable. Observe that these boundary conditions are 
equivalent to a rotation of the initial conditions through an angle 0. 
From now on we will consider only the nonresonance case, that is, when 
&L) = (0). Th ere are three different types of equations for which such 
analysis is of interest. 
If N=o(lxl) as 1x1 + 0, a direct application of the contraction mapping 
principle will guarantee existence of a solution in a neighborhood of the 
origin. The technique we have developed enables us to search for solutions 
without the local restriction. If N is large near the origin the above theory is 
needed to obtain solutions even near the origin. If N is controlled by some 
parameter, say E, where N vanishes when E does, we know a solution will 
emanate from the origin provided (a( < E* where a* is obtained from the 
contraction map derived above. Thus, the projection construction may enable 
us to follow the solution beyond E*. 
We now illustrate how, given a “forcing function” f, (4.1) can be reduced 
to a finite-dimensional problem. Estimates will be given on the number of 
projections required to achieve the reduction. 
We now follow the construction presented in the previous section, and for 
simplicity we assume sin(8 + /3) < 0. 
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By direct computation we obtain: 
e”t = 
i 
eat cos /7t eat sin /3t 
,, --em1 sin /3t ear cos Pt 
C = -e-“B = 
eda cos(0 + p) -eCa sin(8 + 8) 
epa sin(f? + /?) e-” cos(6 + p) i 
The eigenvalues of C, denoted by ,ul and ,u~, are given by 
p, = e-a COS(@ + p) - ie-” sin(8 + /3), ,B~ = pr. The corresponding eigen- 
vectors are u,=(i) and o?=(f). 
Using the notation of Section III, we define 
where Aj = log jpj( + i argbj) and arg(,uj) E [O, 2nj forj = 1,2. We know tha.t 
for 12 1, 
where K~ = s”Pt~{O,l~ lkl >I lltz- v> @ktf)b K, = s”P,,[O,i) ii@-‘@)h IIGk’il < 
(min 12nk + argpji)-‘l for j= I, 2; @p(t) = eArVe.“, Qk(t) = @p(t) eZTikf and 
@v)(t) = (b(t) 4&w) + (bCl)l. 
We will now obtain estimates on K,, K,, jjPj/ and Cik, bJ $C;;‘jl’. 




ei(b+argu,N . i(-B-argjI[+?n)f. le 
iei(4+argu,)t ,i(-O-argu,i-Zn)r 
:, 
we obtain Q*(t) @p(t) = (i i ), where Q*(t) is the adjoint of G(t) and hence 
(1 Q(t)// =\/z for each t E [0, 11. This, combined with the fact that in the 
nonresonant case U = 0, yields K, = fl Using a similar argument we 
obtain that K, = (fl)-‘. 
To estimate (Elk, ,, 11 CL’ 11’) we observe that since arg pj E [0,2x) for 
j=l,2, (2nk+arg@Z<(2nk)-2 for k>l and (2nk+argpUj)-‘< 
[2z(k -t l)] -’ for k < 1; j= 1,2. Therefore, for I > 1, 
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2 llG;‘l12 < Y [2n(k+ I)]-’ + f (27~k-~ 
Ikl >I k=:m k=l+ 1 
1 
k#O 
Combining all these estimates we obtain 
for 12 1. 
k#O 
For 0 < c < d fixed and N: C([O, 11, R*)-, C([O, 11, R2) defined by 
(Nx)(t) =f(t, x(t)), there exist constants K and ,u such that 
and 
such that lx, II, Ilx,Il < d. 
Theorem 3.13 establishes that for I* such that 
and 
our problem can be reduced to a finite-dimensional one. 
As an illustration consider the case c = 4, d = 1. In this case we see that a 




Below is a chart that illustrates the maximum value K +,u may have for 
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